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Abstract — This paper proposes deterministic algo-
rithms for decentralized network coding. Decentral-
ized coding allows to locally specify the coding op-
erations at network nodes without knowledge of the
overall network topology, and to accommodate future
changes in the network such as addition of receivers.
To the best of our knowledge, these are the first de-
terministic decentralized algorithms proposed for net-
work coding.
I. Introduction
The famous min-cut, max-flow theorem states that a source
node can send a commodity through a network to a sink node
at the rate determined by the flow of the min-cut separating
the source and the sink. Recently it has been shown that by
linear re-encoding at nodes in communications networks, the
min-cut rate can be also achieved in multicasting to several
sinks (see [1] for linear network coding and references therein
for the papers which introduced the subject). Constructing
such coding schemes efficiently is the subject of current re-
search [2]–[5].
Decentralized codes refer to codes that can be defined with-
out the knowledge of the overall network topology and can be
easily extended to accommodate future changes in the net-
work such as addition of receivers. Such coding schemes are
particularly desirable in practice, but have not yet received ad-
equate attention in the literature. The deterministic network
code design methods proposed so far result in codes that may
need to be completely redesigned to accommodate the addi-
tion of a single user. Randomized code constructions recently
proposed in [4] alleviate this problem, at the cost of an error
probability.
The main contributions of this paper are in the design of
network codes suitable for applications that require decen-
tralized or local coding strategies. We propose a determinis-
tic method to design decentralized codes, which is based on
the information flow decomposition [6, 7]. To the best of our
knowledge these are the first such algorithms proposed for net-
work coding. Section II reviews notation and the background
from information flow decomposition we will need. Section III
and Section V present our algorithms.
II. The Network Coding Model
We consider a communications network represented by a di-
rected acyclic graph G = (V,E) with unit capacity edges.
There are h unit rate information sources S1, . . . , Sh and N
receivers R1, . . . , RN . The number of edges of the min-cut
between the source and each receiver node is h.
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We denote by (Si, Rj), 1 ≤ i ≤ h, a set of h edge disjoint
paths from the sources to the receiver node j. Our object of
interest is the subgraph G′ of G consisting of the hN paths
(Si, Rj), 1 ≤ i ≤ h, 1 ≤ j ≤ N . A way to specify a network
code is to describe which operations each node in G′ has to
perform on its inputs for each of its outgoing edges.
We assume that source Si emits σi which is an element of
some finite field Fq. In linear network coding, through each
edge of G′ flows a linear combination of source symbols, e.g.,
the symbol flowing through some edge e of G′ is given by
α1(e)σ1 + · · ·+ αh(e)σh =
[
α1(e) . . . αh(e)
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
c(e)
 σ1...
σh
 ,
where vector c(e) = [α1(e) . . . αh(e)] belongs to an h dimen-
sional vector space over Fq. We shall refer to the vector c(e)
as the coding vector of edge e. Note that the coding vector
of an output edge of a node has to lie in the linear span of
the coding vectors of the node’s input edges. To describe a
network code, it is sufficient to specify the coding vector for
each edge of the network.
The coding vectors associated with input edges of a receiver
node define the system of linear equations that the receiver
needs to solve to determine the source symbols. We refer to
an assignment of coding vectors such that each receiver has a
full rank of equations to solve as a valid network code.
A. Subtree Decomposition
To illustrate this discussion, we will use as an example the
network with two sources multicasting to the same set of three
receivers shown in Fig. 1. Consider the line graph γ of G′ =
S2S1
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Figure 1: Network with two sources {S1, S2} and three
receivers {F,E,K}.
(V ′, E′), that is, the graph with vertex set E′ in which two
vertices are joined if and only if they are adjacent as edges in
G′. The graph γ for our example network of Fig. 1 is depicted
in Fig. 2a. Without loss of generality we can assume that
the line graph contains a node corresponding to each of the h
sources. We refer to these nodes as source nodes. Each node
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Figure 2: Line graph for the network with 2 sources and 3
receivers with coding points BD and GH and its subtree
graph.
with a single input edge merely forwards its input symbol to
its output edges. Each node with two or more input edges
performs a coding operation (linear combining) on its input
symbols and forwards the result to its output edges. We refer
to these nodes as coding points:
Definition 1 Coding points are the nodes of γ with two or
more inputs.
We refer to the node corresponding to the last edge of the
path (Si, Rj) as the receiver node for receiver Rj and source
Si. For a configuration with h sources and N receivers, there
exist hN receiver nodes. For example, in Fig. 2a, S1A and
S2C are source nodes, BD and GH are coding points, and AF,
HF, HK, DK, DE and CE are receiver nodes.
We partition the line graph into subsets Ti so that each
Ti contains exactly one source node or a coding point, and
every other node belongs to the Ti containing its first ancestral
coding point or source node. We shall call the subset Ti a
source subtree if it starts with a source node or a coding subtree
if it starts with a coding point.
The following properties of the subtree graph Γ follow di-
rectly from Definition 1 and the fact that the min-cut condi-
tion is satisfied in the original network G:
Theorem 1 The subtree graph satisfies the following:
1. Each Ti is a tree because the only nodes with two or
more input edges in the line graph are the coding points.
2. For each receiver Rj , the h paths from the h source
nodes to the h receiver Rj nodes are both edge and vertex
disjoint.
3. For each receiver Rj, the h receiver nodes corresponding
to the last edges on the paths (Si, Rj), 1 ≤ i ≤ h, belong
to distinct subtrees.
4. Each subtree contains at most N receiver nodes.
For the network code design problem, we only need to know
how the subtrees are connected and which receiver nodes are in
each Ti, whereas the structure of the network inside a subtree
does not play any role. Thus we can contract each subtree
to a node and retain only the edges that connect the sub-
trees, to get the subtree graph Γ. Fig. 2b shows the subtree
graph for the the network in Fig. 1; there are four subtrees:
T1 and T2 are source subtrees, T3 and T4 are coding sub-
trees. Network coding assigns an h-dimensional coding vector
c(Ti) = [c1(Ti) . . . ch(Ti)] to each subtree Ti.
B. Minimal Subtree Graphs and Their Properties
In the subtree graph Γ, for each receiver Rj , the h paths from
the h source nodes to the h receiver Rj nodes are both edge
and vertex disjoint. We will call this property the multicast
property of the subtree graph.
Definition 2 A subtree graph is called minimal with the mul-
ticast property if removing any edge would violate the multicast
property.
For example, the subtree graph in Fig. 2b is minimal. The
following Theorem 2 follow directly from Definition 2, while
Theorem 3 describes additional structural properties of mini-
mal subtree graphs with two sources.
Theorem 2 For a minimal subtree graph, the following holds:
1. There does not exist a valid network code where the vec-
tors assigned to the parents of any given subtree are not
linearly independent.
2. There does not exist a valid network code where the vec-
tor assigned to a child belongs to a proper subspace of
the space spanned by vectors assigned to its parents.
3. Each coding subtree has at most h parents.
Theorem 3 For a minimal subtree graph of a network with
2 sources and N receivers, the following holds:
1. A parent and a child subtree have either a child or a
receiver in common.
2. Each coding subtree contains at least two receiver nodes.
3. Each source subtree contains at least one receiver node.
4. There exist at most N − 1 coding subtrees.
Proof of Theorem 3:
1. If a parent and a child subtrees have neither a child nor
a receiver in common, they can be assigned the same
coding vector. This scenario contradicts Theorem 2.
2. If a coding subtree is a terminal node of the subtree
graph, it has two receivers and no children. Consider a
coding subtree T that is an inner node of the subtree
graph. Let P1 and P2 be its parents. By claim 1), a
parent and a child have either a receiver or a child in
common. If T has a receiver in common with each of
its parents, then T has two receivers, since each receiver
is shared by exactly two subtrees. If T and say P1 do
not have receiver in common, then they have a child in
common, say C1. Now, if T and C1 do not have re-
ceiver in common, then they have a child in common.
And so forth, following the posterity brunch of P1, one
eventually reaches a child of T that is a terminal node
of the subtree graph, and thus have no children. Conse-
quently, T has to have a receiver in common with this
subtree. Similarly, if T and P2 do not have child in
common, there will be a descendent of P2 and child of
T which must have a receiver in common with T .
3. If network coding is not required, each source subtree
containsN receivers. If network coding is required, each
source subtree will have at least one child. The proof
that a source subtree has at least one receiver is based on
the same reasoning as above for coding subtrees, except
that there is only one brunch of posterity.
4. Recall that there are exactly 2N receiver nodes. The
claim then follows directly from claims 2) and 3).
III. Codes for two sources and N receivers
Consider a communications network represented by a directed
acyclic graph G = (V,E) with unit capacity edges, h = 2 unit
rate information sources S1, S2 and N receivers R1, . . . , RN .
To label the nodes of a subtree graph of a network with two
sources, we can use the points on the projective line PG(1, q):
[0 1], [1 0], and [1αi] for 0 ≤ i ≤ q − 2. (1)
For a valid network code, it is sufficient and necessary that
the coding vector associated with a subtree lie in the linear
span of the coding vectors associated with its parent subtrees,
and the coding vectors of any two subtrees having a receiver
in common be linearly independent. Since any two different
points on the line are linearly independent and each point on
the line is in the span of any two different points on the line,
both coding conditions are satisfied if each node in the subtree
graph is assigned a unique point of the projective line PG(1, q).
This is the basic idea of the following algorithm:
Algorithm 1
1. Find Subtree Graph: Identify in G a set of h edge dis-
joint paths (Si, Rj), 1 ≤ i ≤ h, from the source to the
receiver j, j = 1 . . . N . Let G′ denote the subgraph
of G consisting of the hN paths (Si, Rj), 1 ≤ i ≤ h,
1 ≤ j ≤ N . Denote by C the set of edges in G′ that
are coding points (see Definition 1), that is, edges where
paths meet for the first time.
2. If |C| ≤ N − 1 go to step 3, else go to step 4.
3. Find Minimal Subtree Graph: Associate a weight w(e)
with each edge e in G′, w(e) = c > 0 if e is an incoming
edge to any of the edges in C and zero otherwise. Let
G′w denote the resulting weighted graph. Identify in G
′
w
minimum-weight max-flow paths for each receiver.
4. Label Subtrees: Create a number of tokens, each to-
ken associated with a different point in PG(1, q), and
forward the tokens from the sources towards the desti-
nations. Each coding point (corresponding terminal in
the network) gets hold a token and uses the respective
coding vector as long as required, then releases it back
in the network for possible reuse.
To summarize, this algorithm assigns to each different sub-
tree a different vector in the set PG(1, q). Each receiver is
going to observe two distinct such vectors, and have a full
rank system of equations to solve to retrieve the source infor-
mation.
Since a network with N receivers has at most N+1 subtrees
(Theorem 3), we are going to need at most N + 1 coding
vectors. The projective line PG(1, q) supplies q + 1 points,
thus the field with q = N elements has a sufficient size.
In the first step of the algorithm we identify the paths to
use and the edges where we need to perform linear combi-
nations. If the number of such edges happens to be smaller
than N , we can directly proceed to labeling. If not, or if we
wish to optimize for employed resources, we proceed to reduce
the number of coding points. From definition 2, no edge in
a minimal subtree graph can be removed without violating
the multicast condition for at least one receiver. Thus the
minimal subtree graph has only the required number of such
edges. Associating a weight with the corresponding edges and
performing a weighted max-flow algorithm over G′ allows to
use a smaller number of such edges.
In the last step of the algorithm, we propose a method
to ensure that a distinct coding vector is mapped to each
subtree. An alternative simple way to organize this mapping
is described below.
Recall that for each subtree, we locally know which re-
ceivers it contains and which sources are associated with
each receiver (at the terminal before the coding point). In
networks with two sources, each subtree contains at least
one receiver node associated with S1 and at least one re-
ceiver node associated with S2. Let {Ri1 , Ri2 , . . . , Riu}, where
i1 < i2 < · · · < iu be the set of receivers associated with S1
in a given subtree. We choose [1 αi1−1] to be the label of
that subtree. This way no other subtree can be assigned the
same label since the receiver Ri1 can be associated with the
source S1 in at most one subtree. Note that this is not the
most efficient mapping as it may require alphabet of size q,
with q − 2 = N − 1, as opposed to q − 1 = N − 1.
Algorithm 1 is suboptimal, in the sense that it employs
a larger alphabet size than required. Indeed, in [7] it was
shown that an alphabet of size Θ(
√
N) is always sufficient for a
network with two sources. However, it was also demonstrated
in [8] that the problem of identifying the minimum alphabet
size required for a given configuration is NP-complete.
Example 1 A decentralized code for the network in Fig. 1.
Since we have three receivers, there will be at most two coding
trees. We can use the following four points to label the subtrees
T1, T2, T3, and T4 in Fig. 2b:
[1 0], [0 1], [1 1], [1α].
For the decentralized code, we need alphabet of size three. Note
that there exists a valid network code with alphabet size two
which assigns [0 1] to T4.
Comparing with algorithms in the literature, we note first
that the described algorithm applies in the special case of
h = 2 sources (we will discuss extensions to h > 2 in the follow-
ing section). Given this observation, randomized algorithms
entail a probability of error and employ a much larger alpha-
bet [4]. The polynomial time algorithms proposed in [2, 3]
also use alphabet size of N , however the algorithm involves,
instead of steps 3 − 5, to visit every edge in the graph and
calculate an elligible vector with respect to a candidate basis
carried along for each receiver, which may become unpracti-
cal as the number of edges and receivers grows. Moreover, the
algorithms in [2, 3] are not decentralized.
One of the main advantages of decentralized codes is that
they do not have to be changed with the growth of the network
as long as the subtree decomposition remains the same, or
the new subtree graph contains the original subtree graph.
To achieve that, since the coding vectors associated with any
two subtrees provide a basis of the 2-dimensional space, we
can think of subtrees as “secondary sources” and allow new
receivers to connect to any two different subtrees. Thus we can
extend our network, without perturbing the already existing
users.
Note that, the projective line PG(1, q) forms a subset of
the projective line PG(1, q′) if Fq′ is an extension field of Fq.
Thus, if we need to create additional coding vectors to allo-
cate to new subtrees, we can employ unused points from the
projective line PG(1, q′).
IV. Codes for h sources and 2 Receivers
From the alphabet bounds derived in [2] and [3] on codes
using global information, we know that there are valid binary
codes for networks with h sources and 2 receivers. We here
show that there is only one valid binary code assignment for
the minimal subtree graph of a network with 2 receivers, and
that this assignment needs only local information.
Since N = 2 each coding subtree has at most two receiver
nodes, and thus, because of the multicast (min-cut) condition,
each coding subtree has exactly two inputs.
Theorem 4 The binary code that assigns to each source sub-
tree, a different basis vector, and to a coding subtree, the bi-
nary sum of the vectors assigned to its two parents is the only
valid binary code for the minimal subtree graph of a network
with 2 receivers.
Proof of Theorem 4:
From Claim 1. of Theorem 2, we know that there does not
exist a valid network code where a subtree is assigned the same
coding vector as one of its parents. Therefore, since the code
is binary and there are exactly two parents, a code subtree
must be assigned the binary sum of the vectors assigned to its
two parents. Therefore, this is the only code that satisfies a
necessary condition for validity. Since there exist binary codes
for networks with 2 receivers, the code must be valid.
V. Codes for h Sources and N Receivers
The common theme in the following algorithms is that, to
simplify the code design problem, appart from requiring that
the mincut to each receiver is h, we can also require some ad-
ditional structure. For example, if we require that the mincut
to each node of the graph is h, then we can find h edge-disjoint
trees that span the source and the destination nodes, and thus
no network coding is required. The following algorithms im-
pose less severe requirements.
Algorithm 2
A straightforward algorithm in the case where h is an even
number, is to decompose the problem in h/2 two-source con-
figurations and then apply Algorithm 1 to each one separately.
For such a decomposition to exist, the min-cut from every pair
of sources to each receiver has to be two, and paths corre-
sponding to sources outside the pairs cannot overlap. Thus,
this is obviously a suboptimal algorithm that will require in-
creased resources (additional edges). However, even this very
simple suboptimal algorithm can offer significantly through-
put benefits as compared to not using network coding. Fol-
lowing we illustrate this point.
Theorem 5 Consider a network with two sources and N
receivers where the multicast condition is satisfied for each
receiver. Let ti denote the throughput for receiver i and
t =
∑N
i=1 ti the total aggregate throughput. If network coding
is employed, t = 2N , while if network coding is not employed,
N + 1 ≤ t ≤ 2N .
Proof of Theorem 5:
Since the mincut to each node is one, there exists one tree that
spans the source and the destination nodes. Moreover, since
each source subtree contains at least one receiver node (Theo-
rem 3), at least one of the receivers will be able to receive both
sources. Thus a lower bound on the achievable throughput is
N + 1. For every N , there do exist minimal configurations
where without network coding we can not achieve throughput
better than N+1. These are all the subtree graphs with N−1
coding subtrees, where each coding subtree has a different pair
of parents. The subtree graph in Fig. 2b falls in this category.
Corollary 1 There exist configurations with h sources where
if network coding is not employed, the total aggregate through-
put is h
2
(N+1), while employing Algorithm 2 allows to achieve
throughput hN .
Algorithm 3
The basic idea in this algorithm is to use as coding vectors
points of arcs.
Definition 3 In PG(h−1, q), a k-arc is a set of k points any
h of which form a basis for Fhq .
For introduction to arcs, see [9] and references therein. In
combinatorics, arcs correspond to sets of vectors in general
position.
Definition 4 The vectors over Fhq in a set A are said to be
general position if any h vectors in A are linearly independent.
Example 2 The following set of h + 1 points are in general
position in Fhq , and form an arc in PG(h− 1, q) known as the
normal rational curve:
1 x1 x
2
1 . . . x
h−1
1
1 x2 x
2
2 . . . x
h−1
2
...
...
... . . .
...
1 xq x
2
q . . . x
h−1
q
0 0 0 . . . 1
, (2)
where xi ∈ Fq and xi 6= xj for i 6= j. Note that by an appro-
priate change of basis, this set of points can be mapped into
an arc containing h vectors that form the identity matrix Ih
and q + 1− h vectors with no component equal to 0.
Arcs are of special interest for us because they enable decen-
tralized network coding. Namely, as long as we take a point
from an arc to be a coding vector of a subtree, we do not
need to know other subtrees’ coding vectors (as long as they
are different points of the same arc) or the structure of the
network. We do, however, have to know the coding vectors
of the parent subtrees, to associate with the child subtree a
coding vector in their span.
One way to overcome this problem, is to artificially create
subtree graphs where each subtree has exactly h parents, so
that the coding vectors of the parent subtrees form a basis of
the h-dimensional space. That is, we require that the mincut
towards each coding point is h, and have at the input of each
subtree incoming coding vectors that form a basis of the h-
dimensional space. Similarly to Theorem 3 we can show the
following:
Theorem 6 In a minimal subtree graph of a network with h
sources and N receivers, if all coding subtrees have exactly h
parents, then each subtree contains at least h receiver nodes,
and thus the total number of coding subtrees is at most N − 1.
Corollary 2 In a minimal subtree decomposition of a net-
work with h sources and N receivers, if all coding subtrees
have exactly h parents, the alphabet of size N + h− 2 is suffi-
ciently large for decentralized coding.
Indeed, we can use the N+h−1 points in the normal rational
curve (see Example 2) in PG(h − 1, N + h − 2) to assign h
vectors to the source subtrees and N −1 vectors to the coding
subtrees.
There are many possible variations in implementing this
idea. For example, we can first identify a minimal subtree
configuration, and then join the coding points that have less
than h inputs to the corresponding sources. Or, instead of
identifying a minimal configuration, we can simply use an al-
phabet large enough for the number of coding points in our
network.
Algorithm 4
An alternative method to handle constraints on the set of cod-
ing vectors A is to develop algorithms to generate appropriate
A’s or use theorems about geometry of arcs to derive A’s.
Both approaches are illustrated below on the special case of
networks with three sources and N receivers where no coding
subtree has a child. Thus the subtree graph is bipartite with
one set of nodes consisting of the three source subtrees and
another set of nodes consisting of coding subtrees.
To the source subtrees, we assign the basis vectors e1 =
[1 0 0], e2 = [0 1 0] and e3 = [0 0 1]. Depending on which source
subtrees a coding subtree has as its parents, we assign to it a
vector belonging to one of the following sets:
P(〈e1, e2〉), P(〈e1, e3〉), P(〈e2, e3〉), and P(〈e1, e2, e3〉)
where 〈x, y〉 denotes the span of vectors x and y, and P(X)
denotes the projective space of the vector space X. Since each
coding subtree contains at least two receivers, the maximum
number of subtrees is b3N/2c−1. The sets have to satisfy the
following conditions:
1. Each set contains N + 1 elements.
2. Any three vectors in Π123 are linearly independent.
3. Any three different vectors such that not all of them
belong to the same set are linearly independent.
A computer search provided several such sets for different
numbers of receivers, and we also have the following explicit
construction. We start with a finite field Fq with a character-
istic different then 2, and its quadratic extension Fq2 . For set
Π123, we take elements of the form [1
√
αl αl] such that αl ∈ Fq
but
√
αl /∈ Fq; thus
√
αl ∈ Fq2 (see for example [10, Ch. 2]).
For sets Π12, Π23, and Π13, we take elements of the form
[1αi, 0], [0 1αi] and [1 0αi], respectively, such that αi ∈ Fq.
For the set Π13, we use α
l such that
√
αi
√
αj 6= αl, for αi, αj
employed in set Π123. Additionally, we use a mapping such
that not both the vectors [1 0 αk] and [0 1αk] are used for
the same configuration. Similarly for the vectors [1 0αk] and
[1
√
αk αk]. These requirements, however, lead to an increase
of the required alphabet size.
Alternatively, given a set of constraints that coding vectors
have to satisfy, we can also look for an appropriate arc tailored
to the specific requirements as illustrated by the following ex-
ample.
Example 3 Suppose we need 6 3-dimensional vectors in gen-
eral position such that: 2 are in Π12, 2 in Π23, 1 in Π13, 1 in
Π123. Is there an arc of length 6 in PG(2, 4)? In other words,
we can we start with a known arc of length 6 in PG(2, 4) (such
as the one on the left-hand side in the equation (3) below), and
obtain the arc we are interested in by applying a projective
transformation. In this particular case, the answer is positive,
and the desired arc is obtained as follows:
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
1 α α2
1 α2 α
 ·
 1 0 00 1 α
0 1 1
 =

1 0 0
0 1 α
0 1 1
1 0 α2
1 1 0
1 1 α2
 . (3)
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